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FANNING THE FLAMES
Spark Modern Fires' six-foot Direct Vent Fire Ribbon now boasts a power venting system that increases horizontal venting distance from 20 to 110 feet. It also replaces a two-vent system with one, for faster, simpler and less costly installation. A remote control adjusts the flame height and controls the output of heated air. sparkfires.com

STICK FIXTURES
New York City-based lighting manufacturer Stickbulb offers a sustainable lighting collection designed using wood sticks and LED strips. Each fixture is crafted from reclaimed or sustainably sourced wood; pictured, the Chime Chandelier is comprised of three blackened-steel rings and stickbulbs of reclaimed maple, yellow pine and ipe. Available locally through Apartment Zero. stickbulb.com; apartmentzero.com

POPS OF COLOR
The Spectrum Series' Dash Collection of bath cabinet pulls from R. Christensen combines clean lines with pops of vibrant color. The collection of four pulls is highlighted with white, black, orange or lime-green accents. A streamlined design and polished chrome make them ideal for modern cabinetry styles. rchristensen.com

MOORISH MOSAIC
Inspired by Moorish decoration, Rumi is a natural-stone water jet mosaic design of arabesques in a combination of honed and polished tiles. It's part of the Talya Collection by Sara Baldwin of New Ravenna, designed exclusively for Marble Systems. newravenna.com; marblesystems.com